
Harnessing the Power of Scheduled Reports to Meet 
Increased Enrollment

The Challenge

Though Liberty University had a student information system and a reporting solution that 

had been working well for them, in 2005 all that began to change. The institution was 

going through a period of growth that was unprecedented in the university’s history. In 

the midst of the inevitable growing pains, they realized their aging, green-screen student 

information system was just too old, and it wasn’t going to be able to continue to meet 

their needs. 

The staff in the registrar’s office especially needed an upgrade to a solution that could 

keep up with the university’s growing enrollment, improve the office’s communication with 

students and professors, and generate more complex reports. When the university decided 

it was going to switch from their previous system to Banner by Ellucian, the staff began 

looking for a reporting solution to be implemented alongside Banner.

The Solution

The members of the staff who were tasked with reviewing vendors, researched 11 different 

products. After weighing their options, they chose Evisions’ Argos Enterprise Reporting 

Solution for its cost, its compatibility with other systems, and its ease of implementation. 

Liberty began their implementation of Banner and Argos simultaneously in 2006, and the 

university has used both ever since. Though the implementation was large and complex, the 

transition was made much smoother with Argos’ Library of Objects feature, which provides 

templates and building blocks that speed the report development process along. The team 

was able to move many reports from the old system to Argos, and then used the Library of 

Objects to quickly set up the rest.  Argos does not limit the number of report writers and 

users, which has proven very helpful and cost-effective as the university grew rapidly after 

Argos was installed. Today there are about 80 report writers, and as many as 1,300 active 

scheduled reports that happen daily and weekly. 
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The registrar’s office especially has taken advantage of Argos’ reporting capabilities. With 

more than 100,000 students on campus and online, the office relies on scheduled jobs 

for daily checks on GPAs, withdrawals, and more. On top of these standard reports, the 

registrar’s office runs additional daily reports such as a “health check” on the student 

information system that ensures everything is running as it’s supposed to. With these 

scheduled reports, Liberty keeps better track of all of its students, especially as enrollment 

has skyrocketed.  Liberty’s registrar’s office has also found that Argos works seamlessly with 

Ellucian Degree Works, despite its complicated table structure.

Liberty uses Argos to improve its communication with members of the campus community. 

They’ve moved away from physical letters and more toward emails. Scheduled reports 

automate some of their electronic communication as well. For example, professors were 

looking for notification of when a student withdrew from a class, but with over 100,000 

students, that was very difficult to do on a daily basis. Liberty again harnessed scheduled 

reports and runs a daily check on withdrawals and automatically email professors the name 

of the class and student who withdrew.

The registrar’s office staff and others on campus often refer to Argos as their “digital duct 

tape” because Argos identifies problems before they become bigger, as well as improve 

communication and reporting across campus. As the university continues to grow online 

and on-campus, Argos will no doubt help ease the shifts to come.

About Argos

Evisions Argos delivers the insights you need quickly, in order to make timely, better-informed 

decisions. It helps colleges and universities work better because it delivers flexible, powerful, 

easy-to-use reporting tools developed by higher education experts. Argos provides accurate 

information and data when you need it, through reporting made simple. For more information, 

please visit www.evisions.com/argos.

“I need to know if something 
is failing, like if grades aren’t 
being calculated or registration 
is down. Scheduled Argos 
reports gives us a health check 
on our student information 
system on a regular basis.”  

Luke Gentala
Registrar

“Argos’ cost model is much more 
attractive. The pricing is good, 
and it’s an all-in-one package, 
so we didn’t have to decide how 
many report writers would be 
on it in advance. We didn’t know 
what that number was going to 
be, especially as we grew.”  

Jay Himes
Technical Lead

“We’ve pushed the boundaries on 
every software we’ve gotten our 
hands on. Argos is no different. 
But we’ve been extremely pleased 
with how fast Evisions has taken 
action to all of the issues and 
enhancements we’ve ever brought 
up. It’s more than any other 
vendor we’ve worked with.”  

Luke Gentala
Registrar
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Evisions helps higher education organizations work better. Our software eases your administrative load – so you can get back to the process of learning and discovery. Built and 
optimized for administrators, our solutions help you stay on top of your many tasks and responsibilities, reduce hassle and waste, and work more efficiently.
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